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22 848 custodial worker jobs available on indeed com apply to custodian laundry attendant senior
custodian and more last updated september 27 2023 a custodian or caretaker is responsible for
maintaining the cleanliness of a building and the surrounding grounds their duties include
vacuuming floors sanitizing restroom facilities and collecting trash to ensure the building s
occupants have a clean space what does a custodian do custodians perform a range of custodial
work including dusting and mopping up spills they vacuum carpets clean windows and clean
restrooms for customers and employees to ensure proper sanitation what are the duties and
responsibilities of a custodian 21 638 custodian jobs available on indeed com apply to custodian
janitor cleaning technician and more a custodial worker is responsible for general housekeeping
cleaning and maintenance within a building your job duties include emptying trash receptacles
sanitizing bathroom facilities mopping floors vacuuming carpets and maintaining the overall
appearance of the building custodian job description template it s important that your facility
is clean safe and properly maintained which is why it s so important to have a reliable custodian
custodial worker provides training on standard custodial practices of the university and in
compliance with safety standards custodial worker duties responsibilities to write an effective
custodial worker job description begin by listing detailed duties responsibilities and
expectations some salaries range from 7 25 to 21 25 per hour custodian requirements becoming a
custodian involves a few different requirements including certain training and certifications
education most candidates will need a high school diploma or equivalent to get an entry level
position as a custodian training custodian average custodian hourly pay pay job details skills
job listings employers 14 55 hour avg base hourly rate usd 10 10 34 median 14 55 90 20 32 the
average job brief we are searching for a diligent and skilled custodian to maintain and protect
our facilities the external and internal appearance of a building reflects on the occupants it is
important for a custodian to be careful and thorough in working cleaning and tidying the premises
strengthen your custodian resume by quantifying the impact of your work for instance how did your
efficiency help past employers save on energy expenses find ways to connect your contributions to
the larger organization s interests to demonstrate your value as an employee lead custodian
resume use this template or download as pdf 1 sanitization protocols sanitization protocols for a
custodial worker refer to the standardized procedures and guidelines followed to effectively
clean and disinfect areas and surfaces aiming to remove dirt germs and pathogens to ensure a safe
and hygienic environment why it s important 21 350 custodial jobs available on indeed com apply
to custodian janitor environmental specialist and more use this template or download as pdf
common custodial worker interview questions what inspired you to pursue a career in custodial
work what do you think are the most important qualities for a successful custodian what do you
think are the biggest challenges you face in your job what do you like most about your job
summary highly dedicated and dependable custodial worker with a stellar work ethic and customer
service history adept multitasker able to handle a number of cleaning and repair projects with
thoroughness and efficiency flexible scheduling availability to include third shifts and weekends
as required highlights career summary friendly and dependable custodian with 15 years of
professional custodial experience perfect attendance record promoted to head custodian at harmony
shopping mall in 2011 possess a high school diploma 1 what experience do you have in custodial
work custodians are responsible for keeping buildings in a clean and orderly condition this
requires knowledge of cleaning products equipment and methods as well as familiarity with safety
and health regulations equipment maintenance inventory management inspection of facilities
professional experience custodial worker ppl inc new york ny january 2015 present maintain office
building and surrounding grounds in a clean safe and orderly condition clean offices and common
areas including restrooms conference rooms cafeteria and lobbies updated july 9 2023 13 min read
a resume objective for a custodial worker position is a statement that outlines the applicant s
career goals and qualifications the goal of the statement is to provide an employer with a
snapshot of what you can bring to the job 15 top skills for custodian and janitor roles lewis
kiptanui shrm updated july 12 2023 custodial and janitorial roles can include team oriented jobs
along with individual positions related to building maintenance and cleaning
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custodial worker jobs employment indeed com Apr 28 2024 22 848 custodial worker jobs available on
indeed com apply to custodian laundry attendant senior custodian and more
custodian job description updated for 2024 indeed Mar 27 2024 last updated september 27 2023 a
custodian or caretaker is responsible for maintaining the cleanliness of a building and the
surrounding grounds their duties include vacuuming floors sanitizing restroom facilities and
collecting trash to ensure the building s occupants have a clean space
custodian job description 2024 template workable Feb 26 2024 what does a custodian do custodians
perform a range of custodial work including dusting and mopping up spills they vacuum carpets
clean windows and clean restrooms for customers and employees to ensure proper sanitation what
are the duties and responsibilities of a custodian
custodian jobs employment indeed com Jan 25 2024 21 638 custodian jobs available on indeed com
apply to custodian janitor cleaning technician and more
what is a custodial worker and how to become one ziprecruiter Dec 24 2023 a custodial worker is
responsible for general housekeeping cleaning and maintenance within a building your job duties
include emptying trash receptacles sanitizing bathroom facilities mopping floors vacuuming
carpets and maintaining the overall appearance of the building
custodian job description template monster com Nov 23 2023 custodian job description template it
s important that your facility is clean safe and properly maintained which is why it s so
important to have a reliable custodian
custodial worker job description velvet jobs Oct 22 2023 custodial worker provides training on
standard custodial practices of the university and in compliance with safety standards custodial
worker duties responsibilities to write an effective custodial worker job description begin by
listing detailed duties responsibilities and expectations
learn about being a custodian indeed com Sep 21 2023 some salaries range from 7 25 to 21 25 per
hour custodian requirements becoming a custodian involves a few different requirements including
certain training and certifications education most candidates will need a high school diploma or
equivalent to get an entry level position as a custodian training
custodian hourly pay in 2024 payscale Aug 20 2023 custodian average custodian hourly pay pay job
details skills job listings employers 14 55 hour avg base hourly rate usd 10 10 34 median 14 55
90 20 32 the average
custodian job description updated for 2024 interviewguy com Jul 19 2023 job brief we are
searching for a diligent and skilled custodian to maintain and protect our facilities the
external and internal appearance of a building reflects on the occupants it is important for a
custodian to be careful and thorough in working cleaning and tidying the premises
5 custodian resume examples that worked in 2024 beamjobs Jun 18 2023 strengthen your custodian
resume by quantifying the impact of your work for instance how did your efficiency help past
employers save on energy expenses find ways to connect your contributions to the larger
organization s interests to demonstrate your value as an employee lead custodian resume use this
template or download as pdf
top 12 custodial worker skills to put on your resume May 17 2023 1 sanitization protocols
sanitization protocols for a custodial worker refer to the standardized procedures and guidelines
followed to effectively clean and disinfect areas and surfaces aiming to remove dirt germs and
pathogens to ensure a safe and hygienic environment why it s important
custodial jobs employment indeed com Apr 16 2023 21 350 custodial jobs available on indeed com
apply to custodian janitor environmental specialist and more
18 custodial worker interview questions with example answers Mar 15 2023 use this template or
download as pdf common custodial worker interview questions what inspired you to pursue a career
in custodial work what do you think are the most important qualities for a successful custodian
what do you think are the biggest challenges you face in your job what do you like most about
your job
professional custodial worker resume examples livecareer Feb 14 2023 summary highly dedicated and
dependable custodial worker with a stellar work ethic and customer service history adept
multitasker able to handle a number of cleaning and repair projects with thoroughness and
efficiency flexible scheduling availability to include third shifts and weekends as required
highlights
custodian resume sample writing tips Jan 13 2023 career summary friendly and dependable custodian
with 15 years of professional custodial experience perfect attendance record promoted to head
custodian at harmony shopping mall in 2011 possess a high school diploma
20 custodian interview questions and answers interviewprep Dec 12 2022 1 what experience do you
have in custodial work custodians are responsible for keeping buildings in a clean and orderly
condition this requires knowledge of cleaning products equipment and methods as well as
familiarity with safety and health regulations
7 best custodial worker resume examples for 2024 Nov 11 2022 equipment maintenance inventory
management inspection of facilities professional experience custodial worker ppl inc new york ny
january 2015 present maintain office building and surrounding grounds in a clean safe and orderly
condition clean offices and common areas including restrooms conference rooms cafeteria and
lobbies
top 18 custodial worker resume objective examples Oct 10 2022 updated july 9 2023 13 min read a
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resume objective for a custodial worker position is a statement that outlines the applicant s
career goals and qualifications the goal of the statement is to provide an employer with a
snapshot of what you can bring to the job
15 top skills for custodian and janitor roles indeed com Sep 09 2022 15 top skills for custodian
and janitor roles lewis kiptanui shrm updated july 12 2023 custodial and janitorial roles can
include team oriented jobs along with individual positions related to building maintenance and
cleaning
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